**Hip-Hop - Street Dance**
More than just a hip hop class. It will incorporate all the elements of street dance i.e. Hip hop, house dance, break dancing, popping, and locking. This will be a very diverse class including the latest street dance, classic house, and old school dance moves as well as popular dancehall and clubbing styles. Dare to break a sweat whilst having fun learning the art of street dance!

**Hip Hop (beginner)**
Learn the moves and attitude associated with this fast-paced athletic style of dance. Choreography will be broken down until students pick up the basics. More advanced movements will be taught as the skills and rhythm of the group progress.

**Hip Hop (Advanced)**
Designed for dancers with hip hop experience, this course will feature more complicated choreographies and move at a faster pace than the beginner level.

**Hip Hop - K-pop**
(K-Pop=Korean pop)...The Latest Trend. In this class you will learn the latest boy band video choreography that is characterized by a wide variety of elements (Hip-Hop, RnB, Old School, New Style and much more). For those of you who enjoy hip hop...this is the class to attend, the only difference is that it is taught on Korean music. Class is open to male and females of all levels!